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Where can you download the
press kit and the photos ?

1. Go to the press area on our website :

https://www.saint-emilion-tourisme.com/uk/espace-presse.html
2. Create your press account

3. Download the documents that you need !
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THE NOUVELLE AQUITAINE
AREA
Idealy

located,

ideal

destination

unforgettable

Saint-Émilion

time

to
in

is

spend
the

the
an

Nouvelle

Aquitaine area !

BORDEAUX
45 min drive
25 miles away

BASSIN
D'ARCACHON
1h15 drive
66 miles away

LASCAUX
à 1h30
93 miles away
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SOME KEY INFORMATION
Saint-Émilion
is one of the world's leading destinations and has been well know since the Middle Ages for
its pilgrimages and beverages and is listed as a World Heritage Site by
cultural landscapes for

UNESCO

for its

23 years !

The Community of Municipalities of the Greater Saint-Émilion Area
is made up of

22 villages

that combine winegrowing heritage and the resources of the

Dordogne river.

Where to find us ?

LE GRAND SAINT-ÉMILIONNAIS
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LIMESTONE
a source of light
For over a thousand years, between the
9th

and

19th

centuries,

stone quarries

multiplied on the Saint-Emilion limestone
plateau.
Quarrymen

worked

tirelessly

to

extract

millions of blocks of stone for the use of
major construction sites from Saint-Emilion
all the way to Bordeaux.

This operation has left over

198 acres

underground galleries,

creating

124 mile

rock,

maze.

This

a

of

giant

asteriated

limestone, contains many fossils.
It dates back to the Lower Oligocene (32
million

years

ago)

and

helped

to

build

numerous monuments, still standing today
in Saint-Emilion.
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OVER 13 CENTURIES OF
HISTORY
Saint-Émilion is

open-air museum,

a real

founded, according to the legend by a modest

hermit. A village full of history, perched on a rocky promontory, Saint-Émilion and its
vineyards hold their originality from the limestone which provides exceptional soil for the
vines. Mankind has been able to adapt to the magnificent hilly landscapes. The result is the
homogeneity in the architecture and colours : the ochre light and the stones plunge you
into the past to let you in with all the tales.

Émilian, a hermit and founder of the city
In the 8th century, a Breton monk from Vannes, named
cave near

Ascumbas

Emilion, chose a natural

(the former name of the town of Saint Emilion) as a

retreat. This kind-hearted man left his family and his native Brittany to retire
and devote himself to prayers.
Through his

miracles

and his

generosity,

his fame spread beyond the valley

and many disciples joined him. Emilion evangelised the population, creating a
large monastic city to which the faithful gave his name. It is assumed that this
man died on the 6th of January 767, after spending the last seventeen years of
his

life

in

his

hermitage,

around

which

the

city

of

Saint-Emilion

and

its

exceptional troglodyte complex were built.

The Dordogne, a source of economic development
In the past the Dorodgne was used to transport food and goods inland, but especially to
the Bordeaux Port and the Atlantic coast.
On the way up the river, the boats-men (gabariers) used the tide as far as Saint-Sulpicede-Faleyrens, then called the "bouviers" oxen drivers or "haleurs" who pulled the boat along
the tow paths, that are still there to this day.
Transport on the Dordogne was gradually abandoned with the opening of the railway in
1872, between Bordeaux and Bergerac, but also with the development of road trade.
Nowadays, the lower part of the Dordonge is known for the formation of a tidal bore. This
amazing wave travels up the Dordogne, as far as Saint-Sulpice-de-Faleyrens, then dies
near the villages of Sainte-Terre and Vignonet. This rare phenomen in France, is linked to
the sudden rise in water level due to the rising tide, particularly at high tide.
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MUST-SEE MONUMENTS
Famous for its charm and cachet, this medieval city welcomes nearly 1 million visitors from all
over the world, every year.
The

17 historical monuments, 11 of which are listed,

represent a diverse heritage including

religious, defensive and civil architecture.
Among these, the undergound church has gained international renown. The mounds and
stairways, the steep medieval cobbled streets are authentic and unique in every way. They
contribute to the discovery of the hidden charms of the city and come together to create a
unique experience.

The monolithic church and its bell tower
The bell tower of the monolithic church was built between

the 12th

and the

14th centuries

and was reinforced at its

base two centuries later. It is the highest point in the whole
of Saint-Émilion.
Climbing up the

196 steps

is a challenge, when once taken

on, will offer you an incredible panoramic view on the city
and its vineyards ! Opening days and times vary according
to the time of year : please contact us.

€ - Free for children under 6 years old

Adults : 2

Hidden beneath the bell tower, the spectacular monolithic
church was carved entirely from a single block of stone,
back in the

12th century. Its gigantic proportions make it the

largest in Europe ! It can only be visited during a guided tour
with the Saint-Emilion Tourist Office

€ - Reduced fee : 9€

Adults : 12

The Collegiate church and its cloister
Built between the

12th

and the

15th centuries,

the Collegiate church is one of the most

imposing churches in the whole of the Gironde area. Its monastery housed the

Augustinian

canons until the French Revolution. Romanesque and Gothic styles coexist in the church, but
also in the cloister, symbolizing the Garden of Eden around which community life was
based. Through these meditation galleries, the canons had access to the refectory, the
dormitories, the chapter house and the church.
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The Kings Keep
This massive square dungeon
dating back to the 13th
century, has

118 steps reste

empreint de mystère and its
existence remains a mystery.
The name of its sponsor and
its role remains uknown : a
means of dissuasion, a
symbol of power? Nowadays
though, the Tour du Roy offers
an outstanding view of the
village of Saint-Émilion and
its vineyards. Opening days
and times vary according to
the time of year : please
contact us.

€ - Free for children

Adults : 2

under 6 years old
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A UNESCO LISTED AREA
Jurisdiction of Saint-Émilion was listed as a World Heritage site in 1999, as
« cultural landscape ». A world first for a vineyard ! According to UNESCO, « the

The

Jurisdiction

is

an

outstanding

example

of

remained untouched and is still active today

a

historic

winegrowing

landscape

that

has

».

Saint-Émilion
The outstanding landscapes of the
Jurisdiciton of Saint-Émilion
The

Jurisdiction

of

Saint-Émilion

was

first

recognised as a World Heritage Site in 1999. It
was

the

first

vineyard

to

be

listed

in

the

Saint-Étiennede-Lisse

"cultural landscape" category by UNESCO.

It

is

an

exceptional

adventure
inscription,
Emilion

of

and

Throughout
Jurade

that

was

the

the

this

is

800

year

highlighted

medieval
villages

period,

established,

city

that

human
by

of

this

Saint-

surround

from

1199

an

event

it.

when

the

that

will

forever make it special, until 1999, it will be
defined

as

a

"family

and

supportive

wine-

growing community", one of the foundations
of the inscription. The inhabitants are proud of
this

recognition

because,

throughout

these

years, each one of them has contributed in
their own way to giving it meaning and making
the Saint-Emilion vineyard sustainable.

Saint-Hippolyte
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Saint-Laurent des Combes

Saint-Pey d'Armens
The Dordogne, World Biosphere Reserve
In

2012,

the international coordinating council of the UNESCO

MAB (Man and the Biosphere) classified the Dordogne Valley in
the world network of biosphere reserves. It is the largest world

Saint-Christophe
des Bardes

biosphere reserve in France, covering over

9 266 square miles.

It's a very selective organization that only counts eleven in the
whole of France, including the Dordogne.
This measure concerns the river, from its source, at the Puy du
Sancy, to the mouth of the Gironde, over an area of

square miles.

It

includes

the

tributaries

and

9 266

the

six

departments crossed by the Dordogne river : Puy-de-Dôme,
Cantal, Corrèze, Lot, Dordogne and Gironde. France already
had ten other biosphere reserves on its territory, such as the
Iroise Sea, the Luberon, Mont Ventoux and the Camargue.

Vignonet

Saint-Sulpice-de-Faleyrens
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A RENOWNED VINEYARD
The exceptional nature of the Saint-Émilion vineyard can be
explained

by

microclimate

a

remarkable

perfectly

suited

geology
to

wine

combined
growing

with
and

a
the

ancestral know-how of the winegrowers. As early as the 2nd
century, the Romans invested in the local soil and planted the
first vines there. The Latin poet Ausonius, a wine lover, praised
the wines of the right bank on numerous occasions, notably in
this famous apostrophe to Bordeaux: "You, illustrated by your
wines and your rivers". There is no doubt that wine already
occupied

an

important

part

of

the

Gallo-Roman

culture,

although there is no mention of monoculture in the Jurisdiction
of Saint-Émilion until the 19th century.

Saint-Émilion et Saint-Émilion Grand Cru
These worldwide known appellations extend throughout the same
territory that they share. With

a surface area of

19 274 acres,

of

13 344 acres are planted with vines. This area brings
together over 800 winegrowers. These are spread over the 8
which

communes of the Saint-Émilion Jurisdiction, as well as a small part
of the commune of Libourne.
In order to obtain the AOC Saint-Émilion and/or the Saint-Émilion
Grand Cru appellations, the wine growers must be located in a
strictly

defined

area

scrupulously

respect

the

established

specifications and of course produce red wine.
In addition, there is a classification of the Saint-Emilion wines,
distinguishing 3 levels of quality and it is revised every 10 years, to
which only the Saint-Emilion Grands Crus can claim :
Grand Cru Classé - 64 châteaux
1er Grand Cru Classé - 14 châteaux
1er Grand Cru Classé A (highest classification) - 4 châteaux
It is the Conseil des Vins, through the Jurade, which ensures the
reputation, quality and promotion of these renowned wines, both
in France and abroad.
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The different appellations in the Greater Saint-Émilion
area :
Saint-Émilion and Saint-Émilion Grand Cru
4 "satellite" appellations : Lussac, Puisseguin,
Montagne et Saint-Georges
Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux
Lalande de Pomerol
Bordeaux & Bordeaux Supérieur
Francs Côtes de Bordeaux
Crémant de Bordeaux

4 main types of soil :
a limestone plateau is visible around the city
a

vast

terrace

of

silico-clay

gravel

extends

towards

Libourne
slopes & valleys of clays and limestone
a sandy-gravelly plain of the Dordogne valley

4 main grape varieties :
merlot
cabernet franc
cabernet sauvignon
malbec in a small amount
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GOURMET SAINT-ÉMILION
French gastronomy is renowned throughout the world for its quality and diversity.
It is the fruit of centuries-old exceptional heritage, yet it is constantly evolving thanks to chefs
who are constantly revisiting it in order to surprise and satisfy their clients.
Gastronomy is inspired by our local heritage and soil. Wine has an important place in this
cuisine. Therefore, whether in a wine bar, bistro or gastronomic restaurant, visitors of the
Greater

Saint-Émilion

area

can

discover

gourmet

food

and

wine

pairings

throughout

all

seasons.

3 STAR RATED RESTAURANTS IN THE MICHELIN GUIDE
IN SAINT-ÉMILION
LA TABLE DE PAVIE

CHEF YANNICK ALLENO

LE LOGIS DE LA CADÈNE

CHEF ALEXANDRE BAUMARD

LES BELLES PERDRIX

CHEF DAVID CHARRIER

Crémant

Lamprey

In the heart of the city, the

Crémant

de

production
sparkling
The

Dordogne

cuisine.

The

River

also

commune

of

has

an

influence

Sainte-Terre,

for

on

the

local

example,

is

according

Bordeaux
(white

rosé
to

wine

the

or
made

traditional

method) has been going on

considered the world capital of the lamprey.

since the 19th century, both

This atypical animal was born more than 500 million years ago

under the Kings Keep and in

and lacks jaws, fins and scales. It is a gourmet delight when

the

simmered in wine and accompanied by leeks. Eels and shad

underground quarries of the

grilled with bay leaves, and white shrimp with an aniseed

former Franciscan monastery.

flavour are also delicacies in the region's restaurants.
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darkness

of

the

1620 - 2022
+400 years of macaroons

MACAROONS
When the name "Saint-Émilion" is mentioned,
most people think of wine, but others think
of macaroons !

It is indeed another gourmet speciality of our
city whichhas been passed on from
generation to generation. A delicious recipe
that dates back to

1620 when the Ursuline

nuns established their convent in SaintÉmilion. The macaroon recipe comes from
the Ursuline nuns' religious community, of
which Sister Lacroix was the superior mother.

The recipe was saved after the French
Revolution and was passed on to the widow
Goudichaud, mother of Madame Grandet. It
was her eldest son, Joseph Grandet, who
inherited it and who alone had the right to
make the Saint-Emilion macaroons, using the
recipe he inherited by the former nuns
of this community.
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FAMILY ACTIVITIES
Saint-Émilion, between the richness of its history and its old stones, with its tales and local
legends as well as its vineyards as far as the eye can see, is an inexhaustible source to feed
the imagination of the youngest and the wonder of the oldest ! Saint-Émilion and its
surroundings can be visited by the whole family... all you need to do is follow the guides !

Tell me about Saint-Émilion
3 visits, 3 themes

for an educational introduction to the

heritage of the medieval city.

Pierre, the stonecutter :

Follow young Pierre and discover

the

the

life

of

a

child

in

Middle

Ages,

the

role

of

fortifications and the stonework.

The apprentice
winegrowers
During 1h30, Coraline leads

Underground investigation : A real treasure hunt guided
by a booklet illustrated by Nina Luec in the 4 different
undergound monuments. To participate the child must be

vineyards

and

the

wine

making process for children
from

able to write.

Lie detector :

a workshop to discover the

3

to

15

years

old

at

Château Cormeil Figeac.
A walk through the city where truths and

boasts are all mixed up. Will you be able to uncover your
guide's tricks?

To

begin

A detective or budding tenor ? So many passions and
vocations are initiated during the visits.
Visits for the whole family.

each

child

takes their basket to collect
grapes,
from

The pros :

with,

leaves

the

recreate

and

stones

vineyard...

a

real

life

to

vine

!

Then, the youngest learn to
taste

grape

pros:

see,

juice

swirl,

like

the

sniff,

sip

and savor !
Finally,
choose

all
a

the
bottle

children
to

label

and cap it with a machine.
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ON ROBINS TRAIL
Robin, a small explorer, invites your children
to wander around the medieval town while
answering some riddles.
Nature,
your

heritage

theme

or

and

gastronomy

Robin

will

discover the villages hidden

:

help

choose
you

to

pearls through

the paper support given to visitors free of
charge at the Tourist Office.
A treasure hunt for 5 to 15 year olds, with
different

levels

of

difficulty

depending

on

the age of the child.

The pros :
A gift is given to each child at the end
of the treasure hunt!
Both adults and children can take part
in the game and explore every corner of
the village to help little Robin.
A FREE treasure hunt !
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A FOCUS ON SLOW TOURISM
Cloisters, churches, half-timbered and stone houses, old mills, large 15th century manor
housess : every step of the way admire dazzling heritage !
tuk-tuk,

the

landscapes,

the

châteaux

and

the

new

On foot, by bike, by boat or by

wineries

with

their

contemporary

architecture are revealed in a light that changes with every season.

Bicycle rentals
Rent

a bicycle at the Tourist Office and discover the Greater Saint-Emilion area

at your own speed and in an ecological way

! Vineyards, châteaux or mills :

take your time to admire the cultural landscapes listed as World Heritage in 1999.

The pros :
Ideal if yu don't have a car
Packages that can be adjusted according to the length of your rental.

Walking and cycling loops
Over 30 walking and cycling routes are available free of charge, ranging from 2.5 miles to
30 miles and will allow you to discover the vineyards and châteaux at your own pace!
These loops do not have any major difficulty and are suitable for all levels of walkers.

Our favourite
: A walking guide and a cycling guide can be purchased at the Tourist
Office for 4.50 €. These guides can also be lent on deposit.
The pros :
Reflection on a digital mapping platform solution
Loops tested and approved by our entire team
Each route offers points of interest and advice for visits and wine tastings at differents
châteaux.
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An original discovery of the vineyard
TUK -TUK , GIROPOD SEGWAY,
TOURIST TRAIN, SIDE-CAR, DONKEY,
CANOË,
HOT AIR BALOON, BIKE BOARD
There are many ways to discover the village
of

Saint-Émilion

and

its

surrounding

vineyards by taking your time and trying an
unusual activity!
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A UNIQUE DESTINATION
Would you like to discover the Greater Saint-Émilion Area in a different way ?
The Greater Saint-Émilion Area is full of secret places and unique activities to do as a family
or with friends ! If you are staying over night, tree houses, giant oak barrels, converted old
millls and transparent bubbles await you !

Our favourite
unique place

The Calon Mills

Built in the 16th century, these 5 mills with
roofed wings are located on the Calon hill, in
the commune of Montagne (north of SaintÉmilion).
These

tower-mills,

with

their

slender

cylindrical shafts, are built out of good stone
and rubble. Still to this day, one of the two
restored mills grinds grain,

as it did in the

past.

Our favourite
unusual activity
Bike Board Compagnie
Discover another way to discover the Greater
Saint-Émilion Area on an electric BikeBoard!
These approved electric tricycles, accessible
for all, allow atypical rides and unique urban
escapades.
activity
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A

where

fun,

playful

everyone

can

and
find

ecological
pleasure,

whether you adopt a quiet pace or a sporty
one for the more daring !

La Cabane de Courtebotte
Located

on

a

hillside

with

a

breathtaking view of the Dordogne, La
Cabane de Courtebotte welcomes you
in its wooden structure where you can
enjoy the peacefulness of nature.

Our favourite unusual
place to stay
Find all the unsual activites & places to stay in the
Greater Saint-Émilion Area on :

www.saint-emilion-tourisme.com

NIGHT-TIME TOURS OF SAINT-ÉMILION
OUR FAVOURITE UNIQUE VISIT
The medieval city comes alive at night throughout the
summer months !
With a lantern in hand and in the company of a night watchman
or a revolutionary, embark on an animated or theatrical visit to
(re)discover the village of Saint-Émilion in a different way.

Under the stars - every Tuesday from 12/07 to 23/08/22 at 9.30 pm
A night under the revolution - every Thursday from 14/07 to 25/08/22 at 9.30 pm
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2022 : MAIN EVENTS
MARCH
20th of March

Les vins km de Saint-Emilion

_

APRIL TO DECEMBER

_

Les Grandes Heures
Classical music in different Châteaux

APRIL TO JULY

Le Club Ephémère

MAY
30th of April to 1st of May

_Saint-Émilion Open Days

Philosophia

27th to 29th of May

_

29th Edition of the Saint-Émilion Rallye
27th to the 29th of May

Theme : Earth

JUNE

_

Philosophia Festival

9th to 11th of June

Biotope Festival
Theme : Ancient species and breeds
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JULY & AUGUST
17th, 18th, 23rd, 24th ,25th
& 31st of July
1st, 6th, 7th, 8th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 21st &
22nd of August

_La Bataille de Castillon
30th of July & 3rd, 13th & 20th of August

SEPTEMBER

Local Farmers Market
Vino Voce

11th to 13th of September

_

Vino Voce Festival
19th & 20th of September

_

European Heritage Days
20th of September

OCTOBER

_

Le Ban des Vendanges

3rd & 4th of October

_

Gourmet Market

25th to 27th of September

Arts and Crafts Market

16th to 18th of October

Les Montgolfiades

DECEMBER
5th & 6th of December

Saint-Émilion Christmas Market
Find all the events on our website :

www.saint-emilion-tourisme.com
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JULY & AUGUST
21st, 22nd, 23rd, 28th, 29th & 30th of
July
4th, 5th, 6th, 11th, 12th, 14th, 18th, 19th &
20th of August

_La Bataille de Castillon
2nd to 6th of August

SEPTEMBER

Les Estivales de Montagne
Vino Voce

9th of September

_

Vino Voce Festival

17th & 18th of September

_

European Heritage Days

23rd to 25th of September

OCTOBRE

_

Arts and Crafts Market

8th & 9th of October

_

Gourmet Market

30th of September to 16th of October

Autumn Fair

14th to 16th of October
Les Montgolfiades

DECEMBER
Saint-Émilion
Christmas Market
Find all the events on our website :

www.saint-emilion-tourisme.com
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#MySaintEmilion

JOIN OUR INSTAGRAM COMMUNITY
PHOTOS, VIDEOS & LOTS OF INFO !

